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Overview:
The common perception of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is one of an impartial
organisation that thoroughly reviews the state of climate science and produces reports which are clear,
accurate, comprehensive, well substantiated and without bias.
One only needs examine some of its procedural documents, its reports and its dealings with reviewers of
the report drafts to discover how wrong this impression is.
The IPCC is not and never has been an organisation that examines all aspects of climate change in a
neutral and impartial manner. Its internal procedures reinforce that bias; it makes no attempts to clarify
its misleading and ambiguous statements. It is very selective about the material included in its reports;
its fundamental claims lack evidence. And most importantly, its actions have skewed the entire field of
climate science.
Over the last 20 years and despite its dominance and manipulation of climate science, the IPCC has
failed to provide concrete evidence of a significant human influence on climate.
It's time to call a halt to its activities and here are ten reasons for doing so.
1. The IPCC charter emphasises a human influence on climate, not climate in general
2. Its participants are not impartial towards a possible human influence on climate
3. The IPCC promotes a self-sustaining hypothesis of man-made warming
4. The IPCC's misuse of the concept of consensus
5. Many IPCC report authors have vested interests
6. The IPCC report authors are often also reviewers
7. IPPC gives a misleading impression of the extent of review and support for its claims
8. IPCC advances a very weak argument for a significant human influence on climate
9. Its primary conclusion was probably pre-determined
10. Ethics and professionalism

The IPCC is a political lobby group whose members undertake research funded by governments and
produce peer-reviewed scientific papers. Then teams of authors, including some of the original
researchers, write reports based on those peer-reviewed papers and declare those reports to be an
accurate summary of the field. In normal circumstances there would be howls of protest were authors
permitted to review and promulgate their own work, and the summary documents would be
automatically rejected on the grounds that the authors had vested interests.
But this is how the IPCC has operated since its inception, in fact since its charter directed it to
concentrate on the risks posed by any human influence on climate.
Even worse, the IPCC has, via complaisant governments, skewed scientific research to concentrate on
aspects of its own claims to the detriment of the wider science. Those claims have very little evidence to
support them but such is the dominance of the IPCC that the targeted research has produced more
experts in those fields and more scientific papers, potential authors and partisan reviewers through
which the IPCC can sustain its claims.
To top it all off the IPCC makes statements that imply a far more intense review process and far greater
support for its claims than the evidence really shows.
The bias and manipulation of climate science has gone on for long enough and the problems are too
great to rectify from within. The only sensible course of action is to disband the IPCC. If we really must
have a central body to co-ordinate the science then we need one that is independent and transparent,
and encompasses all aspects of climate science rather than being fixated on an unproven human cause.
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